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Health advice on appropriate border measures for novel coronavirus 

Purpose of aide memoire 

1. This aide memoire provides update public health advice on enhanced border measures

in response to evolving evidence on the novel coronavirus.

Background 

2. As of 14:00 01 February 2020, there have been approximately 11,953 confirmed cases

of the novel coronavirus reported globally and 259 confirmed deaths.

3. Last night (1 February 2020) the Australian Government announced that all foreign

travellers who had left or passed through mainland China in the last 14 days would be

denied entry into Australia, including transit passengers. Australia has also raised its

official travel advice for China to "do not travel". These announcements were made

following advice from the Australian Chief Medical Officer.

Health advice in response to evolving epidemiology 

4. The Ministry of Health has been closely monitoring the evolving epidemiology of the

Novel Coronavirus in particular:
• the rapid increase in the number of cases in mainland China over recent days and that

every province in mainland China has now reported confirmed cases with evidence of

person to person transmission
• an increasing number of other countries are reporting cases, noting that this is still a

relatively small number (132 cases as at 01 February 2020) and around 99 percent of

cases are in China
• the likelihood that the number of cases is under-reported as some people will be

either asymptomatic or have a mild infection
• the emerging and plausible evidence that infected but asymptomatic people can

transmit the virus to others
• while the mortality rate remains around 2-3 percent, around 20 percent of confirmed

cases have severe illness.
• recent projections that other major cities in China are probably already sustaining

localised outbreaks with the potential for growth exponentially as was seen in Wuhan

but with a delay (or lag) behind the Wuhan outbreak of about 1-2 weeks.

5. Currently the evidence is that this infection is only severe and life threatening for a

minority of those infected. However, we know that viruses mutate over time, which can

change their ability to transmit and the severity of the illness that they cause.

6. While vaccine development is underway, it will take some months at a minimum before

a vaccine would be widely available.

7. In summary, this is a rapidly changing situation with high degree of uncertainty and a

precautionary approach continues to be warranted.

8. The Ministry of Health also continues to work closely with the Australian Department of

Health and participated in the Australian Health Protection Principal Committee

meeting on 1 February 2020 that led to updated advice to the Australian Government

on strengthened border measures. The Ministry of Health's Technical Advisory Group
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